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Old Women 

Old women – helpless and beautiful 
with pearls in their ears and sapphires in their eyes – 
maybe faded from tears, maybe washed out,
onyx of pain in shining pupils,
in carmine of lipstick in this dump
where next to trash – refined trinkets. 

Old women remember well
sheep, hills, meadows, and robes
tossed in the grass, their nudity in a stream,
sturdy lacey shoes with worn soles,
when the paths still led them up.

Old women entombed in amber
like two butterflies, dragonflies in wetlands
while through the windows the glitter of city lights
and they see again: they stand in the strip of fire,
lean, in uniforms, in the limelight of history
and they – young women, young brides
run in their dresses and lacey shoes. 

Old women remember well 
long hours in queues in snow
for bread, for a good word of somebody’s Christmas.
And now they sit fragile and helpless 
in plush purple, gilded chairs,
while they bring them gold discs on satin,
splendid medals, special addresses.
Precious women, rescued widows.

Old women remember well:
Wolves left, wolves came again.
Old women got up, cleaned, left. 

Red Bucket

He came out the door with a red bucket 
and splash!
Rays and leaves pirouetted in a flush. 
And when the movement ceased, a flock of jackdaws 
lifted off to drink moisture from drops before they 
vanish in grass.
Everything transforms, and movement and being 
are not separate forms of consciousness.
Waking sleep waking are the same:
a conversation with the receding world
and the beloved dead.
For a moment it seemed
that in this splash, flush, motion 
I see your and my faces, my and your faces
when they lean towards each other in a quiet talk,
interrupted by laughter, lost forever. 

Translated by Ewa Chrusciel
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